eXtreme Range

Available in 3 heights

Undentable & Weather Resistant Plastic Lockers

450mm , 600mm or 900mm

Exterior Dimensions

The eXtreme range is available in three heights, all with the same base size, so they can
stacked and nested to efficiently fill any space.

Height :
Width :
Depth :

The modular design acts in the same way as bricks in a wall with the resulting column
being far stronger than a single unit ever could.

450mm / 600mm / 900mm
320mm
460mm

4 door colours available:
All lockers have a grey body with a choice
of yellow, red, blue or green doors.

Each unit has a profiled top and corresponding recessed base, allowing the lockers to be
easily stacked and combined with a range of accessories including sloping tops. Whilst
the lockers are not pre-drilled for fixing they are manufactured with specially marked fixing
points enabling the lockers to be securely fastened together using the provided corrosion
resistant nuts & bolts.

Vast improvement over conventional metal
lockers:
nn Constructed from hard wearing
polyethylene providing unbeatable
weather resistance.
nn Suitable for outdoor placement.
nn Super strong plastic hinge can
withstand 265kg of force.
nn Drainage holes allow the locker for
simple hygenic washdowns with a high
pressure hose.
nn Modular design with profiled top and
corresponding recessed base for easy
stacking and nesting to fit any space.
nn Highly vandal resistant - undentable
with superior build quality.
nn Lockers are fully recyclable.
nn Available with a number of locking
options.
nn Direct from stock.

Find out more about our lock options on page 6.
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Corporate version

Unique Features

Vented door lockers

Why choose eXtreme plastic lockers

Combining the features and benefits from eXtreme Plastic Lockers®, this corporate version eXtreme
Plastic locker with vented door provides 2 air vents on 450mm and 600mm high and 3 air vents on
900mm high locker door, allowing extra air flows for the lockers.

Your COLOURS, your CHOICE
We can produce relatively small runs (minimum order approximately 100 units) of custom coloured,
textured or patterned lockers to match your brand colours.
PINK

LIGHT GREY

ORANGE

WHITE

YELLOW
LIGHT GREEN
DARK GREEN
LIGHT BLUE

WHITE MARBLE
MARBLE

Weather resistant

Secure

PINK GRANITE

This locker was designed from the ground up
to withstand the harshest of environments.

As standard, eXtreme lockers come fitted with
a unique RD4 cam with its special shape and
3mm thick cam bar. That’s industry leading
security as standard.

Highly Vandal Resistant

The superior build quality ensures all door
nibs are correctly aligned with the recessed
grooves and are the correct length. Unlike
other plastic lockers eXtreme are designed to
resist thieves.

DARK BLUE

MILLSTONE GRIT

BLACK

SANDSTONE

The eXtreme lockers are constructed from
hard wearing polyethylene - unlike steel
lockers eXtreme are undentable making them
highly vandal resistant.
The doors have a maximum opening angle
of 90 degrees enabling adjacent
lockers to be accessed without
obstruction. In order for this to
be successful the eXtreme locker
has a special industry leading
hinge which can withstand over
250kg of force.

Hygienic

Rapid Response

For hygiene, the lockers
have been designed with
small drainage holes allowing
for hygienic washdowns
with a high pressure hose.
Perfect for environments
where cleanliness is critical.

These lockers are manufactured using a slightly different process (in the UK)
which means we can respond to your order very quickly and begin production
almost immediately.
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Lock Types

eXtreme Locker Accessories

Key lock or swivel catch as standard

Specifically designed for the eXtreme range
Sloping tops

Key lock

150mm high easy fit
sloping tops to prevent
the accumulation of litter
and other items.

The key / cam lock comes with two keys and has 4000 differs. The
eXtreme key is thicker than standard minimising the risk of snapping.
Master keys are available to enable an authorised person access to all
compartments if required.
Management keys simplify key management - no more keeping lists of key
numbers and re-ordering keys, simply use the management key to replace
the whole barrel.

Internal Shelf
Can be fitted at various
positions in all size lockers.
(Not suitable for
corporate/vented version)

Swivel catch
The swivel catch acts as a handle and can be easily padlocked with a
standard or combination padlock. The shackle bar of the padlock should
measure between 5 - 7mm diameter.

Locker stands
Ideal for lockers areas where floors need frequent
cleaning, lightweight yet strong.

Standard keyed and combination padlocks are available.

50mm plastic square tube.
Height 150mm.

Coin return
The coin return lock works with a coin and comes with two keys as
standard, suitable for wet areas.

Locker bench stands

Master keys are available to enable an authorised person to access all
compartments if required. Locks to suit other currencies available upon
request.

Ideal solution for combining lockers with
seating, constructed from attractive yet
strong 50mm square plastic tubing.

Available to suit 2, 3 & 4 locker nests.
Cream, red, blue or grey plastic.

450mm high x 820mm deep.

Coin retain with cash box key
The coin retain lock works with a coin and comes with two keys as
standard, suitable for wet areas.
Master keys are available to enable an authorised person to access all
compartments if required. Locks to suit other currencies available upon
request. Not suitable for corporate version)

Electronic & RFID locks
We offer a range of innovative, flexible & user friendly alternatives to
traditional locking systems including combination, combination + air, or
RFID - compatible with – ISO14443, ISO 15693 & Legic RF.
For internal use only.

Combination
Programmable combination lock with a code finder and master override
key. Available in black or white.
For internal use only.
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Available to suit 2, 3 & 4 locker nests.
Cream, red, blue or grey plastic.

Replacement Barrel
Simplify key management
by using a management
key to replace the barrel
of the lock. 2 new keys
supplied with each new
barrel.

Master Key
Master keys are available
to enable an authorised
person access to all
compartments if required.

Hanging Rail
Can be fitted at various
positions in all size lockers.
(Not suitable for
corporate/vented version)

Number plates
Hardwearing plastic plates
which are securely fastened
to the doors before
depatch; available in many
bright & attractive colours.

Padlocks
Combination & keyed option
available with 6mm shackle
bar. Designed to be used
with the swivel catch option.
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Success Stories

Success Stories

Keys Family Day School (California)

Bird’s Bush Primary School

Keys Family Day School searched high &
low to find a quality locker durable enough
to be placed outside in the intense California
sunshine before discovering the eXtreme
Plastic Locker. They would like to provide
outdoor lockers for their students to store
their sport kits and equipment - weather and
vandal resistant eXtreme Plastic Lockers are
the perfect solution.
120 x 600mm high eXtreme Plastic lockers
with sloping tops were installed by the school
outside in semi sheltered locations.
The school were simply ecstatic about the
lockers.

Bird’s Bush Primary school were using the
Summer break to undertake some needed
renovation work and wanted a flexible
cloakroom solution that would match the new
colourful layout.

By stacking the 450mm lockers in columns
of either 3 or 4, the school was able to
maximise storage space whilst ensuring that
pupils in each area could safely reach every
compartment.

195 eXtreme Plastic Lockers were installed in
small banks, spread around the school.

The sloping tops prevent the accumulation of
litter and clutter so the lockers will stay clean
and fresh for a long time.

“Bright, colourful and strong. Perfect
for kids... These lockers can be placed
3 high or 4 high which is perfect for
the different age / height groups we
have.”

Caretaker’s thoughts
Locker quality:
Price:			

“We researched every plastic locker available in the U.S. and we
found that Extreme Lockers fit our needs hands down. Our lockers are
out in the elements here in CA. they are exposed to direct sunlight,
rain and a variety of temps. Sturdy construction, great looks, graffiti
proof and easy to clean. Love love love them.”

Headteacher’s thoughts
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Locker quality:

Price:

Customer service:

Delivery:
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